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()% The grammar of Modern Hebrew affords an interesting

perspective on how children talk about time, for the following reasons
at least. Firstly, there is no unequivocal basic or citation form of a
verb in the language -comparable to, say, English walk, enjoy,un-

LLJ derstand. From the very start, children must inflect any verb they use
for mood and/or for tense, choosing one of the five obligatory,
mutually exclusive categories of infinitive, Imperative, present,
Fast, or Future. Secondly, verbs in Hebrew are inflected for tense and
mood, but not for aspect. Such distinctions as durative/nondurative or
perfective /imperfective are not part of the grammatical markings of
the language today. Instead, if these categories are expressed overt-
ly, it will be by lexical means such as aspectual verbs meaning begin,
persist or adverbs like those meaning constantly, all the time, or
through nonproductive verb-pattern alternation - e.g. rac 'run' vs.
iterative mitrocec 'run around'. From this point of view, Modern
Hebrew is very different from languages such as those in the Germanic,
Romance, or Slavic groups, which mark both tense and aspect simulta-
neously, or Chinese, which marks aspect alone.

The development of temporal distinctions in Hebrew is of interest,
inter alia because of recent claims that in the early phases of child
language, aspectual distinctions have priority over temporal distinc-
tions (as argued in a variety of studies reviewed in Bickerton 1981,
Weist 1984). In the present context, we consider Hebrew development
as typifying a case where in terms of surface grammatical marking,
tense can be analyzed quite apart from aspect. Thus, the single
Hebrew form, present-tense holex, corresponds respectively to English
'walks, is walking, has been walking' and, sometimes, also 'has
walkad', while past-tense halax could be used to render any of the
following in English: 'walked, was walking, had walked, had been
walking' and also 'has walked'.

Available data on the early verb usage of Hebrew-speaking
children indicate that the first forms to emerge are the Infinitive
and Imperative, both "nonfinite" categories (Berman 1978a, Oromi
1982, Kaplan 1983). our interest here, accordingly, will focus on the
emergence of the finite forms - Present, past, and Future - as gramma-

.. tical devices for encoding time. Studies on the acquisition of tense
in languages other than Hebrew are not of much help in this respect,
since they do not yield an unequivocal picture about the precise order
of acquisition of the different tenses. It is generally agreed that
Fresentoccurs prior to past and Future - a fact which has been ex-
plained in experiential and pragmatic terms (Sachs 1982) as well as on
cognitivegrounds (Harney 1980). But the evidence is contraversialwith
regard to the relative ordering of past compared with Future tense.
For instance, Harner's (1980) experimental study shows past to be
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understood at an earlier age than future, while Ames' (1946) analysis
of naturalistic speech output shows that future is used before past.

What, then, would we. predict for Hebrew? one possible hypothesis
is that order of acquisition relies on the principle of formal simpli-
city. However, we have argued in prior studies that the early emer-
gence of nonfinite imperative and infinitive forms - in fact of Hebrew
morphological markings in general - cannot be accounted for solely o-

even largely along these lines (Berman in press, Dromi 1982). Disre-
garding the factor of formal simplicity, we remain with two alterna-
tive sourqpie of prediction. one relates to experiential factors such
as the role of the "here and now" together with considerations of
general conceptual development. This would yield the hypothesis that
present will be encoded first, followed by either past or Future -
where the ordering of the latter would depend on one's a priori
analysis of the relative cognitive complexity of these two time-
stretches, and their respective roles in the linguistic experience of
young children. The competing prediction ties in with the "defective
tense hypothesis" (Weist 1984), which suggests that all three so-
called tenses will emerge concurrently, being dominated by aspectual
rather than by strictly temporal considerations. For Hebrew, which
does not mark aspect on the verb, this could mean that some kinds of
verbs - statives and other duratives, say - will occur initially in
the present, and only in the present tense; other verb-types - for

1

instance, punctual verbs -will occur at the same time exclusively in
past tense; while yet others may at first favor future tense. This
second prediction has strong consequences for our study, since it
implies that the mere occurrence of a tensed form is not in itself
clear proof that a given temporal distinction has been acquired. And
even if present-tense forms are more common than past, this need not
mean that present is acquired prior to either past or future.

In attempting to resolve such questions for Hebrew, we analyzed a
corpus of free speech samples from several perspectives. with the aim
of integrating various kinds of information relevant to how children
deploy time-related forms, we took account of three parameters, thus:

1.Relative frequency of occurrence of different verb forms at
different ages;

2. Relationship between tense-marking on verbs and the semantics
of verbs used at different ages; and

3. Use of time-adverbs which refer to present, past, or future -
as they interact with verb-forms.

Description of the Study

Our data-base consists of 160 transcripts of
interactions, covering 102 different children in eight age. groups,
from 1;0 to 5;6 years of age. The samples were elicited by several
different adults - investigators and parents - who were uninformed as
to the subject of the investigation. Transcripts ranged from 35 to
over 500 clauses in length, yielding a total of 26,035 children's
output clauses. Thus, we took as our basic unit of analysis the
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grammati cal consti tuent of "clause" rather than the more usual
"utterance", si nce the latter does not lend itself to preci se
den ni ti on, and Tell as on detal led prosodi c i nforwetl on of the ki nd
not al ways rival labia I n our transcripts. Each clause was coded on
three independent levels of structure: syntactic clause-type: verb-
morphology: and lend cal ti me-expressi one ( adverbs and conjunct' ons) -
the last two of whi ch are di scussed below.

Wi th regard to verb-fors, we canal dared the fives nflecti onal cate-
gori es of: Infi ni ti ve, Imperati ve, Present, Rust, and Future, as
llustrated i n Table 1 below.

Table 1 - Examples of verb-i nflecti ons i in 5 common Hebrew verbs: (1 )

ROOT
"WNW .1. .. .0

GLOSS INFINITIVE
..1 ....M..1.......a1

IM PERATIVE PRESENT PAST FUTURE

g-m-r
Iti-t-y
y-r-d
7-x-1
am amass=

fi ni sh
dri nk
go-down
eat
- -

11-gtoor
li -shtot
la-redet
le-exol

WilM MI =PIM dINOW. ONE.

gator!
shte I
red!
exol 1

41111W MININI.M..11 5a

goner
shots
yored
°Fel

. . ,

.14=141. =10.410

gamer
shata
yarad
axal

......M.M,M.M.MMI,M11

yi -gmor
yi -elite
ye-red
yo -xal

(1) Examples are from a at ngle conjugati on (pi swan pattern), the one
by far most frequent I n our sample. They are gi yen i n the wor-
phologi cally si =pleat form of masculine at ngular, wi th past and
future verbs i n the unmarked 3rd person. Verb.conjugati on and
inflections for number, gender, person, are di sregarded here.

Use of ti se-express' one was exami ned by reference to speci fi c
lexi cal i teens, as follows. All adverbs and conjunct' one relevant to
the expressi on of temporal' ty i 11 current Hebrew were subdi vi ded i nto
three mai n categori es: Aspectuals, Temporals, and Connecti vas.
Aspectuals are terms whi ch refer to the internal properti es of a
si tuati on - e.g. i n Engli sh, already, all the ti me: Temporals are
expressi one whi ch aped fi cally local si tuati ons n ti me, ei ther wi th
respect to the moment of speech - e.g. yesterday, next week - or to
some external reference poi nt e.g. on Sa_Asavls,_ i in the summer:
whi le Connecti vas relate at tuati one, and hence clauses, to one another
sequenti ally - e.g. later, as soon as. In thi a anal)* a, we deal wl th
only one subset of Temporals, namely, del at' tesporala. These are
terms whi ch expli al tly locate an event or si tuati on i in ti me relati ve
to the moment of speak! ng ( Fi llmore 1975, Harnstei n 1977). The
dei cti c temporal s I ncluded i n our analysi s were di vi dad accordi ng to
their realworld ti me reference, as follows: PRESENT - axshav 'now',
hayoul 'today', karega 'at-the-moment', kayos 'nowadays', haboker
'thi s-morni ng', ha'erev "thi s-eveni ha-shavua 'thi a-week': MST -
Ea' am 'once', etmol 'yesterday', ml xman 'long-ago", sh1 'sham 'day-
before-yesterday', bashavua she'avar 'last week', li fney shavua 'a
week ago': FUTURE - ad melat 'soon", maxar 'tomorrow', mojaiLtaV2:
'day after tomorrow', maxar baboker 'tomorrow morni bashavua Naha
'next week' be'od hana... n ( a) week/year.. '
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Findings

Our fi rat set of results descri bee the di stri buti on of verb-forms
for each age-group n the sample, as set out i n Table 2 below.

Table 2 - Di stri buti on of verb forms by age-group,' n percentages :(ii )

Age-Group
raummic.m.cmgaris

I( 1;0-1;5)
#C1 - 1,544

Ho.
of
Vbs

M a t r
Naafi ni tes ,

INF IMP

i x Verb
Tensed

PRES PAST FUT
Unclear

2nd Verb

INF OTHER
mammwm=c,

3 1

mu=

[92 ]
14 21 30 8' 3 20

- ...... -- ............------.....
II( 1;6-1;11) 11 16 49 14 3 3 4 -
#C1 . 2 , 421 (4681 .

_ ----- --- ...
111(2;0-2,5) 4.5 18' 40 21 7 3 6 0.5
#C1 .0 '5,007 (2,325]
-- --- - ------ -----.....--- --_"
IV(2 ;6-2 ;11 ) 4 11 45 21 9 2 6 2
#C1 .1 4,242 [1 , 75 81 ........11...........0.-----...--

V(3:0-3;5) 1.5 6 54 20 7 2 8 1.5
#C1 mi 3,577 (1,5331 ... --------- ....... ------ ...... --...
VI(316 -301) 2 7.5 46 20 15 1.5 7 1

#C1 . 4,139 (2 , 1 86)

V11(4;0-4;5) 2.5 1.5 41 38' 7 1 2.5 7 0.5
#C1 or 2,385 [1,489]

------------------ ------.. ....... .....

III( 4;6-5;6) 2 3 35 42 6.5 2 9 0.5
#C1 =. 2,720 (1, 83 81
============ .2..,===, =mxpapwasmm....m..m======.======== m...m.= =======rogxCIF

(11 )No. of vba %. total number of verb-tokens i n that age-group, i
given i In brackets, di sregardi ng inflections for number, gender,
person, as well as hi nyan verb-pattern conjugations.
#C1 total number of chi ld output clauses i n that age-group.

Several patterns emerge from these fi gures whi ch are margi nal to
thn mai n i asues addressed i n this study. Thus, the fl gures I n the two
fi rst, leftmost columns reveal that relative to the total number of
clauses for each age-group, the number of verb-tokens i ncreases
steadily wi th age. That 1 s, at each age-level, chi liiren produce con-
si stently fewer verbless utterances - from over 90% of all clauses of
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the younger .. chi ldren, down to only 40% of non-verb clauses by ages
four to fi ye. The occurrence of qui te a large proporti on of
clauses with no overt verb even in the speech of older children can be
attributed to the fact that present-tense copula sentences in Hebrew
are verbless. Another general trend is revealed in the rightmost
column, headed"second verb ", where we see that the proporti on ofinfinitives used as complement verbs also rises with age.

Our main concern, however, i s with the breakdown of forms formatrix verbs. Table 2 shows that nonfinite infinitives and i m-
peratives decrease cons i stoutly with age: They come to nearly a third
of the verb-forms of the youngest chi ldren (2 8;8% in .Groups I and II),
whereas only some 5% of the forms in the top age-group are nonfi ni tea.
The youngest chi ldren also show a relatively large number of verb-
forms listed as "unclear" or morphologically unanalysable - as high as
20% in Group I. And the bulk of verbs used up to age two are either
nonfi ni te i nfl ni ti vets and 1 mperati yes or present-tense - three forms
whi ch together account for 75% of all verbs in Groups I and

All three of the tensed forms - Present, lest, and Future - occur
from the youngest age. Present-tense forms clearly predominate until
age four years, when Dist-tense attai ns the same level of usage (41%
present as agai net 38% past-tense in Group VII). Finally, compari eon
of the three tenses reveals a clear linear development with age forthe past forms alone. By contrast, verbs in present-tense and in
future-tense are evenly distributed across the sample: Present forms
account for around 40-50% from Group II on, whi le future tense occurs

th under 10% of all verb forms in the anti re corpus./
The second facet of. our analysi s concerned the relation between

verb-forms and verb-types, which we derived by grouping the verbs used
at It fferent ages In terms of st.manti a class-membership. We found
that present forms occur more or less across the board for different
classes of verbs - including modala and other stati vie, dynamic acts on
verbs, transfer verbs such as those weaning "put' or take°, and even
some punctual verbs. As for the past, up until two years of age, all
of the di fferent past-form verbs are action type verbs of the sort
meani ng 'di dy or 'made', 'went', or 'happpened', with a all ght
favoring of more punctual verbs such as those weaning 40.1%.
'arrived". Thus, none of the early past-tense verbs are of the
stative type, although such verbs are already used in nonfinite or in
present-tense forms. From age two years and up, past-tense forms areused across a wider variety of semantic verb-classes; thus they
account for a total of 91 verb-types in Group III compared with only
23 out of the 64 past-tense verb tokens in the previous age-group. Yetstati we verbs like 'want' as well as physi cal- locati on verbs like
'sleep' or 'sit' are still rarely found in the past. It is only from
around age four (Group VII and up) that the past tense i s used much
more flexi bly: Bast verbs want fest far greater lexical diversity, as
revealed by a noti ceable change In type/token ratio of past-tense
forms, and past tense now occurs also wi th some stati we verbs, like
those meani ng 'want', "be-able', kes. As for future tense, we
already noted that these were far less common than either present or
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past. Yet across the sample, future forms were found to cover several
different classes of verbs and, quite consistently, those verbs which
are relatively frequent In the future are very common In past tense,
too (e.g. verbs like those meaning 'do' or `make', 'go', 2g1 ye', 'be'
and also 'fall'). Use of future tense thus does not seem motivated by
any obvious semanti c factors.

Along with verb-form frequency and verb-class occurrences, we
conducted a thi rd test, to check the di stri butl on of del cti c ti me-
adverbs like those listed earlier. Around 14% of all clauses in the
sample contained one or more ti me- expressi one of the three types we
analyzed. Out of 3,70 9 time-expressions In the enti re corpus, 855
(23%) were of the type we defined as "temporals, and of these, most
were dolt:tele temporals (622 in all). Table 3 presents the di stri -
buti on of del cti c temporals as they interact wi th verb-tense. Note
that the term "congruent" here refers to co-occurrence of verb -tense
and ti me-adverb in a given clause. Thus, a clauselike ani holex
axshav 'I go now, I'm goi ng now' shows a coagrusine of present-time
adverb with present-tense verb, while clatses like ani holes etuool 'I
go yesterday' or ani hole* cod meat 'I go /am gol ng soon' are both non-
congruent, si nce they have nonpresent time-adverbs with a present-
tense verb. But whi le the fi rat Is ungrammati cal, the second i sweilformed. In other words, congruence 1 s not the same as
grammati call ty. Rather, it denotes double-marki ng of at ngle ti me-
reference by both verb-tense form and by time-adverb.

Table 3 - Overall distribution of del cti c time adverbs by verb-forms:

ADVERBS
essaismaseassamis

Present

Pe®Y

Future

VERB - FORMS TOTAL
ngruent Noncongruent No Verb ADVERBS

157

48

20

491
Ob.M.Pm1100...41M401.04M. ...MMEPOW4111, N NEMI .=

MO ON 411101..0 .M10 OIMMINI

230

63

68*

622
111111117M IM IMP

Table 3 shows that across the entire populati on, present-time
related adverbs are by far more common that those which refer tofuture or past, acne. nti ng for nearly 80% of all such words.
Moreover, present as well as future ti me-adverbr: show an almost even
distribution across types of verb -marki ng. They occur almost equally
in the three different contexts ofs (I) clauses we defined as
"congruent", which have a verb inflected for the corresponding tense -
e.g. a presx.nt ti we -word with a present-tense verb; (11) clauses which
have a verb marked for some noncongruent tense - e.g. a present ti me-
word with a future or past-tense verb; and (111) clauses watch have no
overt verb at all - e.g. hu ka- raga baxuc 'he outsi de now a he's
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outsi de now' or hem od- meat ZOI,Marli 'they soon ready an they'll he
ready soon'. As against this, past time adverbs are, across the
sample, very largely linked to clauses which also contain verbs marked
with a past-tense inflection., The breakdown of these interactions by
age-group is shown below.

Table 4- Interaction of dal cti c time-adverbs with verb -forms by age:

Age-Group
/RESENT ADVERB'
Cgr Ncgr NOV

PAST ADVERB
Cgr Ncgr Noy

F17117RE ADVER
Cgr Nagr NOV

TOTAL
ADVERBS:
SCLAUSES

I (110-10) . 2 2: 1,544
wa00.001111Wm. =WMe.I ...MI ......... 1=11Miamil....0 --lam

II(1:6-1:11) 1 2 3: 2,421....--.........--------........... 1.4.,,.. /- -l_ IM!
III (2:0 -2:5) 13 9 39 2 a 71: 5,007

..M. M.Eireap ammo 00RMIUMIIMIKIPHM.01.011.N1.1.11.=...1. .01
IV(2 ;6-2 ;11 ) 29 23 52 3 3 3 7 12 0 : 4,242............... WM Pnmo .11MNeW/M/H.NIV.....1111MmnitM./ NW WO ONIMp M/MO.M,

V (3 :0 -3:5) 20 21 23 1 2 1 1 6 75: 3,577
.11.001.M.NOMP.RANONewowN.I.D.powawmpNprelP.W.POPFMNNEERVIIMEMD!Ol MHMOBMIP.O.MP,

V1(3;6-3;11) 36 32 34 13 3 6 5 7 136: 4,139------ ..... .. ...............---.....--------.... --- ---- --
VII (4 :0 -4 :5) 18" 36 16 19 1 4 5 2 3 04: 2,385

VIII (4 :6 -5:6) 41 20 24 12 2 3 3 1 5 11: 2720
:mom ..

Cgr congruent, llegr noncongruent, verbless

The above figures show that up to age two (Groups I and II),
almost no del cti c temporals are used: these few are only of present
reference; and they occur in clauses which have no present marking on
the verb. From age two years on (Group III and up), there is a clear
ri se in total number of temporals, but nearly all are still associated
with the present. And again, many of them serve as the only markers
of present ti me- reference. Future adverbs occur for the first time in
Group III (age two to two-and-a-half), mainly with snoncongruene,
nonfuture marked verb-forms. In Group V, from age three, present
ti me-adverbs are for the first time used to the same extent with a
present-tense verb as with nonpresent verbs or with no verb. Next, in
Group VI (age three-and-a-half to four), we observe the first occurr-
ence of several past time adverbs. These are used largely together
with a past-tense verb, a pattern of double- marking of the past which
persists from thi s age and up. Note, fi nally, that past time adverbs
almost never occur with nonpast verbs, in marked contrast to the
relatively large numbers of "noncongruent" verb/adverb occurrences in
present and future. We will argue that this is Indicative of a quite
general di sti nation between the past tense and the others.
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Diecussion

In interpreting these findings, consider, first, the choices
imposed on children by the formal devices employed by their language
to express notions of temporality. Given that Hebrew verbs must be
inflected for mood or tense (as shown in Table 1), our children were
found to use a variety of different verb-forms from the very youngest
age - including ,past, present, and future. But the early emergence of
tensed forms does not necessarily mean that these children are already
making clear distinctions in setting events along the time-line,. on
the contrary, the claim that mere occurrence of surface forms is not
in itself evidence of children's ability to encode temporal notions is
well supported by our analysis. Firstly, in quantitative terms, the
relative proportion of the different verb forms changes with time.
Thus, nonfinite imperatives and infinitives are common mainly in the
speech of younger children, while use of past - tense shows a marked in-
crease over the years - once at age two and then again at around age
four. Yet these figures in themselves fail to account for a major
qualitative shift in children's later deployment of verb-tense
markings. Thus, further analysis of verb-tense forms as interacting
with the variables of verb-content and time-adverbs reveals that
genuine acquisition of the semantics of anteriority applies only to
the older children in our sample, from age four on. It is only at
this age that children make free use of past-tense across different
verb-classes. And it is at this age, too, that time-adverbs which
make reference to the past emerge as an additional, and overlapping,
means of talking about past events.

Consider, next, the interrelation between the linguistic
categories of mood/ tense in the endetate grammar, on the one hand, and
the developmental patterning of these categories in child language, on
the other. Our findings suggest that accepted analyses of adult
systeids of encoding time may not directly mirror how children
categorize form/meaning relations in this auaain. The traditional
division of the system into nonfinite infinitives and imperatives
as opposed to the time-related categories of present, past,
and future respectively is not supported by our developmental data.
For one thing, so-called present-tense forms combine with the non-
finite imperatives and infinitives as predominant in early verb usage,
until around the middle of the third year. Secondly, the three forms
of present, past, and future each manifests a distinct de-velopmental
pattern. It is thus hardly feasible to treat them together as con-
stituting a homogeneous, tripartite system, as has been done in the
description of Modern Hebrew (e.g. Rosen 1966, Rubinstein 1980,
although a rather different analysis is suggested in Berman 1978b).
Recall that in our sample, occurrence of present and future forms
remains largely constant across the entire preschool age-range -
albeit at two very different levels - whereas past forms, and they

9
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alone, show a clearly cumulative pattern of growth.
This leads to a further point: The special status of the

category of past in Hebrew chi ld language - perhaps 4 n child language
in general. Not only are past forms unique in alone mani testing a
clear developmental curve, the past I s also the only category whi ch
occurred consistently and almost exclusively wi th ti me-adverbs that
are clearly anterior in reference. Besides, past tense is the only
category which we found to he tied to sped fie types of verbs in the
early years. Clear evidence of children's ability to talk about the
past as an experiential category unconnected with the specific nature
of the event is avai labia from only as late as age four. This can be
nterpreted as prowl di ng at most only parti al, and qui to I ndi rest,

evidence for what has been termed the defective tense hypothesis" -
particularly i f we recall that in Hebrew, which has grammati cal
Toarki ng of ti we but not of asp8ct on the verb, verb-semanti cs plays a
role in the acquisition of past tense, and of it alone.

As for present tense, It was used with great coneisteney, and was
vary wi dee-read acros3 the anti re sample. The nonexcluai ye use of
del cU a ti me-adverbs with present -eionse verbs combined with the lack
of semantic specificity of the verbs occurring in present forms across
the enti re age-range suggests that the present i is not clearly iden-
ti fi able with a speci fie paint I a- time Rather, it has a temporally
neutral, "default" status as accords well with the fact that Hebrew
grammar makes no formal di sti nation between generic or extended
present and moment of speaking (compare, say, English "he makes
di nneerhe's maki rig di nnerl. Future tense verbs were used spari ngly
by the chi ldren in our study - possibly because future forms express
modal as well as temporal on and Hebrew- speaki rig chi ldren
have numerous alternative ways of referring to the future - such as by
means of the verb race 'want' (the verb with by far the highest
frequency 133 our sample), as well as many other modal and aspectual
verbs used with an infinitive complement, and also by "noncongruene
use of future-reference del ati c adverbs. amides, in adult Hebrew as
in English, present-tense commonly serves to express future intent,
a fact which fur ':her supporta our construal of the present as unmarked
and of future-tense as peripheral in the expression of temporali ty.

In sum, we have tried to consider the development of 11 ngui sti
marking of ti we apart from aspect. The overall picture we derive from
our broad-based sample of naturalistic child speech.confl rims previous
case-study n n41 rigs regardi rig the contrail ty of i mperati ye and i nfl ni -
tive forms in early verb-usage. We further noted that the three
li ngui ati a categories of present, past, and future do not constitute a
single paradigm corresponding to three distinct slices along the time-
line. From thi a we conclude that in the study of children's develop-
ment of temporality In language, the more relevant and I nteresti rig
questi one concern not the relative order of acquisition of these three
parameters, but rather the di atinct patterning of how each one is
deployed in and oZ itself, and in interaction with the others, as
chi ldren learn to mark time (and, in most languages, aspect) in the
grammar of thei r native tongue.
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tin our analysis, we distinguished between future tense-forms used
as such, and their use in place of more normative imperatives in
certain subclasses of verbs, e.g. taxi means either 'you'll-bring' or
" bring!' .
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